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Artistic Research

Screenshot © Exposition Choreo-graphic Figures by Mariella Greil, Emma Cocker, Nikolaus Gansterer (2019)

The exposition Choreo-graphic Figures: Scoring Aesthetic Encounters (2019) by Emma Cocker, Nikolaus Gansterer, Mariella Greil, Simona Koch
stages an encounter between choreography, drawing, sound and writing in order to explore those knowledge forms through collaborative exchange.
The exposition stages the different modes of practice as an actual dialogue and collision, and derives from the findings of the research project
Choreo-graphic Figures: Deviations from the Line (2014-2017) by Emma Cocker, Nikolaus Gansterer and Mariella Greil. The researchers seek to
extend their investigation in questioning how a digital archive can be created that is capable of reflecting the durational and relational aspects of the
research process. The outcome is a non-linear rhizomatic (using the artists’ term) encounter with artistic research, where the findings are activated
as a choreo-graphic event. The artist and designer Simona Koch supported the transformation from an embodied, experiential enquiry into different
publication formats, including a text-based book, alongside the online digital format of the RC exposition. The RC complements the shortcomings of
printed material and utilizes the performative qualities of sound, image and film that cannot be expressed in the printed material. In this way in the
project, the digital and printed material complement each other.
The exposition can be encountered experientially through a section called ‘Playing the Score’, whilst the ‘Find Out More’ section contains contextual
framing alongside conceptual-theoretical reflections on the ecology of practices and figures. The authors make an interesting use of the RC platform,
communicating their research through rich and articulate interactions between text and multimedia materials. Once the user selects ‘Play the Score’,
the exposition becomes an inhabited drawing where performance, documentation, notation and user agency are blurred, and their interconnections
are explored in rich ways. The complexity of the exposition is built through written and spoken word, video and sound recordings, photos and graphic
elements that enable and encourage the user to literally re-enact the research process. Documentation of the performative elements of the research
interplay with artistic writings, presented as animated text elements and reflections of notational forms that are embedded in the current discourse on
[e.g.] aesthetics and human nature. The delightful and enjoyable layout and design of the exposition helps the reader understand the content. The
exposition was published in Journal for Artistic Research – JAR 18 and was awarded the SAR RC Prize for Best Exposition 2019.
https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/462390/462391
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Choreo-ethical Assemblages – Narrations of Bare Bodies (Habilitation - University of Applied Arts Vienna)
is a research project led by Mariella Greil. In dialogue with international dialogue partners from the fields of Performance, Philosophy and Therapy,
she explores the various relations and intersections between the three research areas with a focus on practices/forms/methods of Being-In-Contact,
investigating, reflecting and synthesising the sharings and differences between them.
With ‘practice as research’ at its heart, Choreo-ethical Assemblages – Narrations of Bare Bodies stages a variety of choreo-ethical, inter-subjective
and transdisciplinary encounters and explores the movements, interlinkings and interstices between practice and theory, developing fluency between
thinking and doing. The conceptual bearing of choreo-ethical assemblages as highly mobile assemblies bound to singular, aesthetic-communicative
situations gets probed in practice. A plurality of dialogue practices and modalities are to hand in the proposed cross-disciplinary laboratories. The
hypothesis is that such assemblages arise in art, philosophy and therapeutic settings alike and the proposition is to explore how choreo-ethics – a
newly coined term – have the capacity to activate processes, that form the fabric of social aesthetics through creative, performative tools. A variety of
techniques, scores and practices of getting in touch, nurturing attention, thinking – through and with – arise as sensorial bodies. In expanded time
frames dedicated to studio-experiments, an awareness and the skill to sustain inter-relational, choreo-ethical culture grow based on experiences and
acts interwoven with dialogic discourse.
This singular research project works towards articulations and actualisations of politicised practice and immanent ethical forces, emerging specifically
where meetings, collisions and generative resistances occur between people, but also between fields of practices (Performance, Philosophy and
Therapy). Opening up and closely investigating the non-verbal and verbal methods in the forming of encounters, interactions, traces or speculations
within the framework of polylogic laboratories is central, resulting in embodied knowledges and their dissemination through workshops, lab openings,
performances, lectures and publications. A rich collection of Narrations of Bare Bodies will be developed – rehearsed and probed in the space of art
as a potent social intervention – and findings as well as research processes will be shared with the public.
https://choreoethicalassemblages.home.blog/

© Choreo-ethical Assemblages by Mariella Greil, Jaron Moebius, Werner Moebius (2019) in the group exhibition Understanding Art and Research at Muesum for Apploied Arts (MAK)
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Being in Contact: Encountering a Bare Body (PhD - Roehampton University London)

In reference to my artistic work, this practice-as-research project explores the concept of bare bodies and how to encounter them in contemporary
choreography. The thesis draws on philosophical, bio-political and ethical discourse relevant to my discussion of the emergence of bare bodies in
choreographic work, and creates a critical framework for a self-reflexive movement between affect and ethics, sensuous address and response.
Narrations of bare bodies emerge in both the written component of a choreographed book, and in the creative component consisting of the live event
of a lecture performance inhabiting an anarchive. The anarchive is a kind of research repository created and accumulated in the course of my PhD
project.
Throughout I argue for acknowledging acts of baring and concealing as culturally situated, anchoring my thesis in practices of being in contact and
decolonising practices, and unearthing their methodological weight and nanopolitical significance. I explore non-subjective performativity, implying a
fluid conception of identity. Furthermore, I introduce the ideations of an-archic responsibility and choreo-ethics for reassessing contact, relation and
solidarity as an ethico-aesthetic project of current choreographic performances. These propositions get probed alongside a shift from spectator to
wit(h)ness. In the core chapter on bare bodies, I differentiate and untangle the tones and shades of the triplet naked, nude, and bare, each term
referring differently to body and performativity. All in all, the choreographic is conceptualised as a complex field of revelatory experiences built on
ecologies of aesthetic perception and realising ethico-political agency.
https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/505199/505200
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Photo © Victor Jaschke / Transdisziplinary Experiment in the frame of Choreo-graphic Figures – Deviations from the line (2018) Mariella Greil in collaboration with artist Nikolaus Gansterer and Artist-Writer Emma Cocker

Choreo-graphic Figures: Deviations from the Line (Key Researcher, Vienna)

is an interdisciplinary research collaboration involving artist Nikolaus Gansterer (AT), choreographer Mariella Greil (AT) and art-writer Emma Cocker
(UK) in dialogue with a team of international critical interlocutors including Alex Arteaga (ES/D), Lilia Mestre (PT/BE) and Christine de Smedt (BE).
Choreo-graphic Figures: Deviations from the Line stages an interdisciplinary, inter-subjective encounter between the lines of drawing, choreography
and writing in order to investigate those forms of ‘thinking-feeling-knowing’ produced within collaborative exchange. The project unfolds through a
series of intensive ‘method labs’ where the key researchers (and invited guests) come together geographically in one place to practice thinkingmoving relationally and to develop singular and sharable forms of practice-as-research. Choreo-graphic Figures: Deviations from the Line (2014 –
2017) is funded by the Austrian Science Fund FWF/PEEK. http://www.choreo-graphic-figures.net/

Three Photocollages © Choreo-graphic Figures – Deviations from the line (2018 )- Method Labs - Mariella Greil in collaboration with artist Nikolaus Gansterer and Artist-Writer Emma Cocker
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Performance Matters (Associate Researcher, London)

is a creative research project exploring the contemporary values associated with performance at a time when it has increased resonance as a cultural
phenomenon, and as a concept and metaphor in critical discourse.
A collaboration between Goldsmiths, University of London, University of Roehampton, and the Live Art Development Agency. Performance Matters is
funded by the Arts & Humanities Research Council.
http://www.thisisperformancematters.co.uk/

Screenshots © http://www.thisisperformancematters.co.uk/ Documentation of the Dialogue Project of Mariella Greil with Emily Sweeney
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For viewing the videos: http://www.thisisperformancematters.co.uk/potentials-of-performance/words-and-images.post126.html

Texts
Free Book Download (pdf): Choreo-graphic Figures: Deviations from the Line
http://www.choreo-graphic-figures.net/publications/book/

Screenshot © Mariella Greil / Choreo-graphic Figures: Deviations from the Line by Nikolaus Gansterer, Emma Cocker, Mariella Greil (eds.)
Published in the series “Edition Angewandte” by Walter de Gruyter, Berlin/Boston, 2017.

Free Book Download (pdf): (per)forming feedback
https://wordpress.com/post/thinktanktanzbiennale.wordpress.com/339

Book-in-progress: Being in Contact – Encountering a Bare Body - publication is forthcoming January 2021, de Gruyter Verlag.

Screenshot © Mariella Greil / Schriftliche Komponente PaR PhD: Diagramatic Mapping – laying out choreographic routing through the choreographed book (2017) –
Publication is forthcoming January 2021, de Gruyter Verlag.
Preview:

Free Book Download (pdf): Publication alongside the exhibition "Understanding Art and Research" 28th June -28th July 2019 at MAK (Museum for
Applied Art) Vienna documenting Project 4 Choreo-ethical Assemblages and Project 5 Choreo-graphic Figures.
https://www.dieangewandte.at/jart/prj3/angewandte-2016/data/uploads/Aktuelles/Ausstellungen/2019/UAR_Publikation_MAK_V9_Web_FINAL.pdf

Article: Notion of Notation >< Notation of Notion (artists’ pages) by Emma Cocker, Nikolaus Gansterer, Mariella Greil, pp. 53 - 57

Performances 2020
– for documentation of previous performance (since 1995) works please see: mariella.greil.net

Opening Up the Choreographic

with Daniel Aschwanden, Mariella Greil and Charlotta Ruth
In the expanded field of the choreographic we rethink the relational – proposing sensuous address with and beyond words. Choreographic thinking
applied to other processes allows polylogic orientation. How does the mattering of the body form subject and method? What patterns organize our
social space? What kind of choreographic environment are we creating? Through repeated acts discursive intervention and engagement get
activated. The choreographic is not only looked at, but it returns the gaze. Is it your turn now?
Fr.17.01.2020_5-7pm_Flux 2_APL

Photodocumentation © Mani Froh, Opening Up the Choreographic, Performance: Daniel Aschwanden, Mariella Greil, Charlotta Ruth

Simmering Until Done – Desktop Performance by Mariella Greil & Sound: Werner Moebius in the frame of Angewandte Online Festival 2020

Detail eines Videostills © Mariella Greil / Bienenherz aus der Desktop Performance: Simmering Until Done (2020) / Zeichnung: Paschalis Dougali

Videostills © Mariella Greil / Desktop Performance: Simmering Until Done (2020) / Zeichnung: Carole Maure

For viewing the videos: http://supportkunstundforschung.uni-ak.ac.at/af20/zff.php?C=greil oder https://angewandtefestival.at/random/

